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Leadership means …

• Making a commitment to improve

• Inspiring others

• Being easy to follow



Bradley Barton Primary School and Nursery

A culture of 

challenge for all 

learners

A language for 

learning that is 

modelled at all 

levels

Learners who are 

resilient; who 

examine and learn 

from their mistakes



Actions at the end of last session:

• Clarify and share your vision with the staff

• Write a baseline statement 

• Run a staff meeting, share the baseline statement & reflect 

on progress to vision. Staff commit to an action 

• Collect data: with Champions 

• Write an action plan for staff learning 



Anchor changes firmly 

in the context

Leading the Process

Articulate your vision

Know the current reality

Gather momentum

Promote advocacy

(coaching and action learning)
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Off the shelf

products…





Think of an example of when 
you have seen Dialogue
working really well in your 

school..

What can you learn from
your examples ?
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At Bradley Barton we believe that learning is a 

pleasurable struggle and through mistakes, 

discoveries are created.  We believe that through 

challenge and joyful learning everyone will 

thrive; with everyone having the language and 

curiosity to ask questions that will deepen 

learning.



If school wasn’t compulsory would every child 

want to come here every day?



Common problems with visions

• Not believing in them

• Not remembering them

• Creating them as a check-box exercise

• Creating them for external audiences

• Making them too long

• Filling them with jargon

• Using words that can’t be quantified

• Failing to quantify meanings

• Ideas that conflict

• Not considering perspectives

• Not sharing them

• Wordsmithing



Every time I walk into a classroom, I want to see 
the students working harder than the teacher.

We would love to leave a legacy: one where students 
(as adults) look back positively and think this school 

contributed something significant to their lives.

Great visions reflect something 

you truly value



Vision for the future

In 5 years time, I would like 

learning in my school to be… 

When a pupil leaves my school I 

would like them to be… 



Vision for the future

What do you need your teachers 

to be able to do well …



• Bring the people with you

• Give them a voice

• Ensure they are heard

• Value their contribution to the school

• Help them to do it for themselves

The 

importa
nce 

of m
enta

l 

models



What Mental Models ?

There is only one right answer.

The answer is more important than 

the process.

Outcome is all that matters.

The teacher knows.

Silence is Golden.

This is a fun activity.

I’ve ‘done’ an odd one out.



Beliefs influence behaviour and 

behaviour influences beliefs…



A leadership mental model:

“Your staff are your class”



Be aware of your own mental models



1. Staff meetings start with 

‘notices’

2. I need to tell teachers what 

to do so they are clear

3. PLCs focus on the test 

scores we have

4. After an observation, I 

evaluate the teacher

5. I take responsibility for 

writing action plans

6. I am the one who is 

accountable, so I make the 

decisions

7. The vision I wrote is on 

our website

8. I try to keep staff safe and 

happy

1. Staff meetings start 

with …

“My staff are 

my class”

Filtering our actions


